THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

MIKE MORTON
Honolulu, Hawaii

Recently I received email which informed me that INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY anagrams to I'M ON A HUGE WISPY RHINO PART. I couldn't let this pass without comment, and enclose a list which Word Ways readers might enjoy.

THE TOP TEN

New utopia? Horrifying sham
Hi-ho! Yow! I'm surfing Arpanet!
Waiting for any promise, huh?
Inspire humanity, who go far
Oh, wormy infuriating phase

A rough whimper of insanity
When forming, utopia's hairy
Oh-oh, wiring snafu: empty air
Hey, ignoramus--win profit? Ha!
Enormous hairy pig with fan

THE RUNNERS-UP

Fury, morphia, a wise nothing
Hey, what of inspiring amour?
How pithy--a finer ignoramus
I swamp, horrify huge nation
I whisper nothing of my aura

Newt has a horrifying opium
This warning of my euphoria
Whining, amorphous--yet fair
Why shun origin of a primate?
Wishing for a utopian rhyme

THE DREGS, BUT EVOCATIVE

Ah, somehow I purify ranting
Hi! I am wry, profane, shouting
I whisper aura of my nothing
0, to whisper "imaginary fun"
Our new profanity aims high

Aspiring whore of humanity
Hop on imaginary white surf
0, worship the imaginary fun
Or a whispering of humanity
Warning of euphoria is myth
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